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Section 1

Introduction: A detïnition of the prohlem, and a hrief breakdown of the contents of this
article

The object of this article is to examine and explain differences in trends uf unemployment
and participation in paid work in fourteen OECD countries, including the Netherlands. This
article will also examine the impact on unemployment of different levels of economic
embeddedness in political, social and cultural systems. Particular attention will be given to
the effects of changing the relative levels of social security benetïts and wages in the public
sector in relation to private sector wages.
What effect does linking, or unlinking, have on unemployment, taking into account other
developments? Does linking or unlinking of social se~urity benetïts and puhlic sector wages
to private sector wages have a heneticial or adverse effect on unemployment? These are the
questions this article will seek to address. My tïndings will be based on actual developments
between 1975 and 1986 in the following fourteen OECD countries: Greece, Norway,
Finland, Canada, Denmark, Italy, England, the United States, Australia, France, Spain,
Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany. The order in which these countries are listed below
is determined hy the degree to which average gross social se~urity benetïts in 1986, as
compared to 1975, divided by the average gross wage of private sector employees in 1986
as compared to 1975, rose or fell during this period. The proportional increase in benetïts
was highest in Greece, and lowest in Germany. A calculation has also been made, for these
same fourteen countries, of the degree to which the average gross wage of public sector
employees in 1986 as compared to 197~ rose or fell in relation to the average gross wage of
private sector employees in 1986 as compared to 1975; further details of this are given in
Section 2. An index in excess of 110 indicates positive unlinking, ie. that benefits have risen
faster than private sector wages; an index ranging between 90 and 110 indicates linking; and
an index which is below 90 signitïes negative unlinking, ie. that benetïts have not increased
in line with private sector wages. The question, therefore, is: do these different sets of
circumstances have a haneticial or adverse effect on unemployment? Popular opinion holds
that a relative increase in social security benefits impacts adversely on unemployment, and
that a relative decrease in benefits helps reduce unemployment. This hypothesis will be
evaluated below, against a background of additional factors which will be detailed later and
which can he relevant to unemployment.
Put in simple terms, linking of social security benetits and puhlic sector wages to private
sector wages is a form of government intervention which acts as a pivot, i.e. that on which
other things turn. But government intervention -- such as changing levels of benetïts or
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public sector wages in relation tu private se~tor wages -- is nut the only factor which ~an
affect the relative levels of public and private sectur wages, and the relative levels of social
security benetïts and private sector wages; other facmrs also play a part. Changes in
legislation governing entitlement to social security benetïts, and changes in the composition
of public sector wage-earners, private sector wage-earners and soeial seeurity beneficiaries

can all have an impact on both indices. This in turn can alter income distribution. This is the
reason broader-based indices -- i.e. the relationship of gross public sector wages and gross
social security benetïts to gross wages in the private sector -- have heen used to measure the
degree of index-linking. The advantage of using these broader-based indices is that they
allow not only linking by government intervention, but also other phenomena related to the
degree of linking (2), to be taken into account. The dagrea of linking provides a yardstick
for measuring how index-linked, i.e. inflation-prouf, the gross incomes of both wage-earners
and those entitled to social security benefits are. Linking is a topic of current debate in all

OECD countries, including the Netherlands. Elements being considered include: levels of
social security benetïts, how long entitlement should last, who should be entitled to receive
benefits and whether benetïts should keep pace with private sector wages. Opinion as to the
impact of changes in these ratios is divided and, to a limited extent, supported by empirical

evidence.

Section Two examines how close the fourteen OECD countries are to attaining the objectives
set by the SER (Social and Economic Council). The goals of tha SER in the Netherlands

are: tull-employment, equitable distribution of income, low intlation of money, stable
balance of payments and durable economic growth. Any assessment of the impact of linking,
or unlinking, on unemployment, whether it be made by policy-makers or by someone like
myself, must have as its basis a theory which clearly sets out the prerequisites for an ideal

course of action aimed at achieving balanced social and economic development. This formal
theory must first of all be able to accommodate all the ramitïcations of linking. When
selecting such formal theories, scientists, in contrast to policy-makers, are not hampered by
the need to address particular economic, political or sucial concerns. The formal theory I

have chosen is based on both existing dilemmas within social and economic policy, and on
the goals of the SER which have been endorsed by the various policy makers. Secondly, the

chosen theory must provide an effective means of answering the questions being raised. I
have therefore opted for a moditïed version of Parsons and Smelser's formal and interdisci-

plinary socio-economic equilibrium model (1956). Parsons' theoretical framework has been
the target of much criticism over the past thirty years. Smelser, co-author of the book

'Ecoiiom~~ a~ul Socien~' (1956) which was puhlished in 1956, criticised Parsons' theoretical

framework in a letter to Swedberg (1987:62). Smelser's criticism is touched on brietly in

Section Three, as are my reasons for using Parsons' framework as the basis for a formal

socio-economic equilibrium model.
Section Four discusses the formal theory itself, and outlines the ideal course of action for

balanced social and economic development.
The trend-deviation method provides the bridge between formal theory and empirical
analysis. Taking as my starting-point a previously defined ideal course of action for balanced
social and economic development, I have followed these deviations in trends in the empirical
analysis. This research strategy was developed by Prof. D. Schouten, a scientist from
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Tilhurg. Schouten had the unenviahle task uf developing models which portrayed, hy means
of accelerations and decelarations, the tunctions and effa~ts of e~onomie variables in a
time-related context. Atter exhaustive repetition, and aidad hy a computer, the models
eventually yielded zmpirical results. Although this was a fairly impressive technical
achievement, the results on the whole proved tou inconclusive to offzr any true insight into
the why and wherefore of it all. According to Kolnaar (1988:83), "This prohlem can be
overcome by utilising the recently developed trend-deviation method, in which models are
formulated in terms of percentage differences vis-a-vis a predetermined ideal course of
action for balanced growth". My analysis, therefore, takes into account percentage differ-
ences in the trends of variahles su~h as linking or unlinking in the fourteen countries in
relation to just such a theoretical ideal course of action for balanced social and economic
development, which is descrihed in Section 4. This method of assessment requires that the
concepts be indexed in the formal model. (See Appendix ]). Infurmation was sourced from
the OECD's 'Eeonomi~ Outlook' and 'Lahor Statisti~s' datahases in Paris.
Research tïndings are given in Section 5 and Appendix 2 and the article concludes with a
summary and various recommendati~ins.

Section 2

Linking and unlinking, and how close the fourteen OECD countries werz, in 1986, to
achieving the onjz~tives set hy the SER

Using information dzrived from OECD datahases, this section begins hy detailing the degree
to which social security henetïts and puhlic sector wages were linked to private sactor wages
during the period 1975-1986. The results are given in Tahle 1. Relatively speaking, Greece
increased its social security henetïts most, and Germany decreased thzm most. To an extent,
the fourteen countries can he divided into two groups: Greece to France (countries 1-IO) on
the one hand, and Spain, Belgium, The Netherlands and Germany (countries 11-14) on the
other. The latter four countries reduced benetït levels relatively sharply during the 1975-
-1986 period and their public sector wages, too, trailed signitïcantly behind private sector
wages. The question now is: how high ~~~as the relative score of these four countries,
compared to the other countries, as regards thz development of unemployment? Between
1975 and 1986, countries 1 tu 6 increased social security henetïts hy more than lOqo in
relation to private sector wages and, with the exception of Denmark, all kept public sector
wages within a 10~o margin of wages in the private sector. In the same period, countries 7
to 10 kept both social security benetïts and puhlic sector wages hroadly in line with private
sector wages -- within a margin of ]0`70. Spain, Belgium, The Netherlands and Germany, on
the other hand, all pursued a policy of unlinking benetïts and wages in the public sector
from wages in the private sector by more than 10~0. Information from OECD databases
reveals that in 1986, on average, the average gross social security benetït in the Netherlands
was 42qo of the gross private sector wage. The equivalent tïgures for the other countries
were as follows: Spain: 24qo; Greece: 30~o; Finland and England: 36~0; Italy: 39qo; the
United States: 41 q~; Australia, Belgium and the Netherlands: 42~0; Germany: 43qo; Canada:
48 qo; France: S l qo ; Denmark: 53 ~o and Norway: 58 qo .
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Table 1: The fourteen OECD countries, ranked aecording to the dzgrez to whi~h their
social security benetïts and puhli~ seetor wages wzrz linked to private sector
wages during the perii~d 197~-1986

Average benetït levels in 1986
vs. 1975, divided by average
sector wages in 1986 vs. 1975

Aveage public sector wages
in 1986 vs. 1975, divided by
average private sector wages
in 1986 vs. 1975

1 Greece l 42 (1) 105 (2)
2 Norway l39 (2) 94 (9)
3 Finland 124 (3) 95 (8)
4 Canada 114 (4) 104.3 (3)
5 Denmark 1 13 (5) 87 (1 1)
6 Italy 1 I 1 (6) 109 (1)
7 England 109 (7) 96 (7)
8 United States ]08 (8) 100 (5.5)
9 Australia l02 (2) 103.8 (4)
10 France 100 (10) 100 (5.5)
11 Spain 86 (1 1) 88 (10)
12 Belgium 84 (12) 78 (14)
13 Netherlands 83 (13) 81 (13)
14 Germany 78 (14) 84 (12)

Table 2 gives a breakdown of the degree of attainment of the SER's goals in the fourteen
OECD countries, and also lists the various countries' budget detïcits in 1986. What emerges
from Table 2 is that countries 11 to 14 (i.e., including the Netherlands), which pursued a
policy of unlinking both public sector wages and benefits from private sector wages during
the period in yuestion (1975-1986), on average had a far higher level of unemployment,
lower labour force participation, weaker ecunomic growth and a higher budget deficit in or
around 1986 than did the other countries. Average intlation in countries 1 to 10 was higher
than in countries 11 to 14. Intlation was particularly high in Greece and Italy. Spain, one of
the countries to pursue a policy of unlinking, also had high intlation. On average, the
balance of payments in countries 1 to 10 is negative, and in the other countries it is positive.
Income distribution in countries 1-10 was not as eyuitable as in countries 11-14. But there is
wide divergence in the scores between countries, as well as major disparities within
individual countries. The scenario in Norway and Canada is most favourable. On average,
countries 1-10 score more favourably as regards the attainment of the SER's objectives (with
the exception of inflation) and as regards budget defi~it than do cuuntrias 11-14, all of which
implemented a policy of unlinking henetïts and public sector wages between 1975 and 1986.
England and France, however, also have relatively unfavourable scores.
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The popular theory being evaluated is that linkinb, and more parti~ularly positi~~e unlinkinb,
in~reases unemployment and that negativz unlinking reduces unempl~~yment, if other factors
relevant to unemployment are takan into a~~ount. Empirical e~~idence will be seen to reject
this theory. Linking and a relative in~rease in benetïts will be shown below to be indicative
of a high degree of s~ilidarity, and negative unlinkinb will be shown to he indicative of a low
degree of solidarity. As regards the Netherlands, 'budget deticit' can he substituted for
'unemployment' in this context: between 1970 and 1986, the rise in unemployment in the
Netherlands was coupled with a rise in the hud~et datïcit (r- .87).
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Table 2: Attainment of SER goal variables in or around 1986 in the fourteen OECD countries, ranked according to the degree to which social security
benefits were increased or decreased in relation to private sector wages

Full employment in Incomes Average Stable balance Annual econ- Budget deficit
1986: highest 20Í~ inflation of payments in omic growth, in 1986

Incomes 1986 1980-1986
lowest 20~

Unemploy- Labour
ment force part.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (b)

Average for countries 1~10 7.9 71 7.1 8.9 - 2.9 2.5 - 2.8
1 Greece 7.4 60 -.- 20.3 - 4.8 1.5 -10.6
2 Norway 2.0 79 6.4 7.0 - 6.4 3.5 f 5.9
3 finland 5.2 77 6.0 8.1 - 1.4 2.7 t 0.8
4 Canada 9.6 74 7.5 5.5 - 2.1 2.9 - 5.4
5 Denmark 7.8 80 7.1 7.3 - 6.3 2.8 t 3.1
6 Italy 10.3 59 7.1 13.2 ~ 0.7 1.3 -11.4
7 England 11.7 74 5.7 6.0 - 0.3 2.3 - 2.4
8 U. States 7.0 73 7.5 4.4 - 3.4 3.1 - 3.4
9 Australia 8.0 70 8.7 8.2 - 5.2 3.1 - 2.2
10 France 10.4 64 7.7 8.8 i 0.4 1.3 7.5

Average for countries 11~14 13.4 60 5.0 5.8 t 3.0 1.3 - 5.6
11 Spain 21.1 55 5.8 11.3 t 1.8 1.8 - 6.1
12 Belgium 11.4 62 4.6 5.7 f 3.2 0.9 - 9.2
13 Netherlands 13.2 57 4.4 3.1 t 2.7 1.0 - 5.9
14 Germany 8.0 66 5.0 3.0 t 4.2 1.0 - 1.3

(1) and (b) Source: Economic Outlook and Labor Statistics, OECD (2) to (5) Source: The taorld Bank: World Development Report 1988. Oxford, 1988.
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Section 3

Reasons for using Parsons's theory, and a response to Smelser's criticism

The previous section gave no explanation of the empirical tïndings. In order to provide this,
we must first have a formal theory which ~learly sets out the prerequisites for stable and
balanced social and economic development. The formal theory we have chosen for this
purpose is the interdisciplinary socio-economic equilihrium model of Parsons and Smelser
(1956).

Over the past thirty years, Parsons's theoretical framework has been the target of a great
deal of in fact quite indafensihle criticism. Publi~ations by Adriaansens (1976: 218-235) and
Munch (1982) retute on broad lines the criticisms levelled by the likes of Gouldner, Mills
and
Dahrendorf. Section 4 relies fairly heavily on 'Ecoizom~~ ai~d Socien~', tha book published
jointly by Parsons and Smelser. Given that one of its authors, Smelser, suhsequently sought
to distance himself frum the views expressed in the book, one might bz tempted to question
the profitability of having nonetheless chusen this perspective. I shall therefore explain my
reasons for doing so now.
In his letter to Swedherg (1987:62), Smelser levelled three parti~ular criticisms at this book.

a) 'That Parson and I were guilty ot the reitïcation of ahstract categories' I would agree
with this criticism, insofar as the theory was construed as a one of content rather
than form, and insofar as it was moreover considered suftïciently relevant to account
for actual developments. Conflation of this kind - ie. making the form and content of
a theory interchangeable -- is a mistake which is best avoided. I will avoid this by
only utilising the conceptual framework outlined in the aforementioned book for the
purposes of outlining a theoretical ideal course of action tor balanced social and
economic development.

b) Smelser's second criticism was that the theoreti~al framework contained in 'Econo-
my and Society' had no empirical relevance and that it failed to put forward any
suggestions as to overall lines of research. In my view, Parsons and Smelser did put
forward researeh suggestions, but what they failed to do was to propose any general
research strategy. The approach adopted in this article can be summarised as
follows: "Use the conceptual framework descrihed in 'Economy and Society'
exclusively for the purposes of formulating an optimal institutional model, which can
be used to identify and analyse deviations in the fourteen countries using the
trend-deviation method". Empirical references must of course he provided for the
concepts in the formal theory, and these can be found in Appendix l. This should,
hopefully, obviate the two points ((a) and (b)) Smelser criticised.

c) Smelser's third criticism, which I quote, was: "Parsons and I ignored the fact that
economic activities are embedded in the social and institutional aspects of life.' If
this were indeed the case, then the formal theory would not be able to accommodate
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the whole issue of linking, whi~h would clearl}' makz it an unsuitablz instrument for
answering the questions raised in Section 1. But there appear to he holes in this
particular argument of Smelser's. Chapter 2 of 'Economy and Society' views the

economy in terms of a social system: it examines the embeddedness of economic
activities in a social context in terms of an ideal-type situation in which the econom}'
is 'good for the health of society'. Chapters 3 and 4 of the book deal with the
institutional structure of the economy and of economic processes in their social

context. And so the embeddedness of economic activities in the social and institu-
tional aspects of life forms the central theme of these chapters, which contlicts
totally with what Smelser is saying. At least two-thirds of the book is concerned
with the embeddedness of economic activities in these social and institutional
aspects. Perhaps the explanation of Smelser's view lies in the fact that, when the
hook was written, he, in his capacity as economist, was primarily concerned with
providing insights based on economic theory. Parsons, as a sociologist, was primar-
ily responsihle for the institutional aspects of the hook and for the view that econ-
omic theory was something quite specitïc from the more general theory of social
systems.

The formal theory provides a useful instrument for examining the issue of economic
embeddedness (Granovetter, 1985: 481-510). The ramitïcations of linking fit as neatly into
the formal theory as a hand in a glove. Moreover, the approach I have adopted takes
account of political emheddedness as well as the socio-institutional and cultural aspects of

the matter in question. This is why I prefer my chosen approach to that of theories based on
corporatism (Wilke, 1991: 48-55, 139-153). Corporatism, as a political and economic policy
theory, plaees toi~ one-sided an emphasis on the political emheddedness of economic
activities. It fails to take into account the embeddness of e~onumic activities in the internal
social and cultural aspects of life. The approach outlined in the following section does not

have the in-built limitations of corporatist theories based on political economics. Although
both approaches take political aspects into account , where my approach differs is that it also
considers the emheddedness of economic activities in the internal social and cultural aspects
of life, which is in my view what makes my approach preferahle. The fact that it allows

internal embeddedness to be examined means that it also allows an examination of the
ramifications of linking. We can therefore conclude that the formal theory is a suitable

instrument for answering the questions raised in this article.

Section 4

The formal theory of the ideal course of action for balanced social and economic develop-
ment

To answer the questions raised in this paper, we need two essential ingredients: firstly, an
optimal situation theory with which we can analyse the actual situation and, secondly,
empirical information which explains the effects of linking or unlinking on unemployment.
We will begin with an outline of the optimal situation model.
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Our starting point is Parsons and Smelser's socio-economic equilihrium model (1956).
Variations on the theme of this model can he found in mure recent literature (Van Wezel,
1986, 1988: Van Vl'ezel and Kuperus, 1990). It is a theoretical equilihrium model of the
optimal situation for a so~iety. There is no assumption that the optimal situation corresponds
to actual society; it simply provides a perspe~tive frum which tu study a~tual suciety. The
model is equally suited to examining contli~t and harmony, and can he used tu analyse both
free market economies and controlled economies such as thuse in Eastern Europe. It is also
an excellent tool for examining historieal transitions from one system to another. The model
can also be applied ro organisations. It is not a tool for predicting tha tuture; hut it can serve
as a framework for estahlishing priurities and cunducting a ~uherent policy.

At the risk of repeating of myself, I would add that this optimal situation is essentially a
model of compromise rather than harmuny. It simply portrays the reality of parties with
opposing interests or, in the analogy we shall use helu~~, oppunents in a gamz. But the
'game' is played in su~h a way that 'players' are ahle at any point in time to exchange
interests so that all parties henetït. This is done hy cunsultation and hy taking into account
the freedom of movement that is speeitï~ to ea~h party's role. This 'AGIL' game is played
with ever-increasing protïciency as the partieipants learn simultaneously to serve both their
own and each other's interests eftïciently and with a minimum of reciprocal actions.

The starting point is a system of society isolated from its own environment. This environ-
ment might he the natural environment or the cultural envirunment. According to one of the
basic premises of this model, in order fur any system, including society, to survive in a
changing environment, the folluwing conditions must he met:

1. The eontinued existence of any system, and therefure of society too, is dependent on
overcoming problems such as: adapting to thz envirunment, attaining collective
goals, integrating all parts of a suciety and maintaining underlying trends, which
together summarise the four-tunction paradigm. These four fun~tions are known as:
Adaptation, Goal-attainment, Integration and Laten~y, or the AG[L diagram.

2. Suh-systems within a system have input and output relatiuns with each other and are
therefore mutually dependent un each other for their continued existence.

3. We propose a third condition for tha cuntinued existence and halan~ed development
of society, namely use of social time of the present. The arguments in favour of
introducing this third condition have heen discussed in previous publications (1988).
The social time of the present provides the opportunity of reconciling different
actions. The optimal situation model avails itself of this opportunity. Time, there-
fore, equals construction; it provides an opportunity for coordinating one action to
another.

We shall now apply this fuur-tunction paradigm at society level. In the optimal situation, the
four functional reyuirements given above are met hy the following social sub-systems:
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- the requirement of adaptation is mzt hy the zconomi~ systzm ;

- the requirement of gual-attainment is met hy the political system;

- the requirement of integration is met by the ci~mmunity system;
- the requirement of maintaining undzrlying trends is met hy the socio-~ultural system.

By 'economic system' we mean all actions directed at means-creation. By the same token,

the terms political sytem, community systzm and socio-cultural system all signify their own

particular objective. These suh-systems are interlinked hy exchange media and exchange

relationships. Participants from the various spheres of life swap these exchange media and

enter into exchange relationships. In principle, six exchange relationships can be distin-

guished in a society which has these four suh-systems, but at present we will confine

ourselves to an examination of the three exehange relationships with the economic system.

An exchange relationship involves an exchange of factors andlor products. The exchange

process is arbitrated and controlled by the exchange media of Money, Power, Intluence and

Commitment. The overall premise behínd thz optimal situation model can he summarised as

follows (Parsons, 1978:375j: 'The central proposition is well known, namely, that under

properly defined conditions a system high in energy but luw in informatiun can be etfective-

ly controlled by a system with the ohverse characteristics, that is one low in energy hut high

in information". This hypothetical situation can he compared to the relationship between a

horse and its rider; a metaphor originally used by Freud. The horse has much more energy

than the rider. But the rider's high level of information enables him to steer and control the

horse, the result being total unity of horse and rider. But, as history has often showed, the

optimal situation theory is easily upset: if the horse is ridden too hard, all its energy will be

sapped. If the rider loses control of the horse, the horse could bolt. Parsons used this

metaphor of 'horse-tu-rider' to describe the relationship between the economiclpolitical

system and the communitylsocio-cultural system. In the optimal situation, Money and Power

perform the energy-creating function within the confines of the socio-cultural orientating role

of Influence and Commitment. The basic thrust of the optimal situation is that the dynamic

effect produced by Money and political Power goes hand in hand with the socio-cultural

orientating effect produced hy Solidarity and Commitment.

The following diagram shows the exchange relationships with the economic system. In

addition it shows which exchange medium is operative and whether there is a factor or

product exchange. An arrow thus ---~ indicates input from one system to another. The

letters M, P, I and C represent the exchange media Money, Power, Intluence and Commit-

ment. The letters f and p stand for factor and produ~t. For a more detailed discussion of this

theoretical model, please refer to my other puhlications (9), particularly the one relating to

the Open University course (9). For the sake of completeness, I will now give a definition of

the four exchange media. Money represents the capaeity to acquire goods and services.

Power represents the capacity to impose acceptahle and binding decisions on the collectivity,

which must be put into effect. Influence represents the capacity to alter people's intentions in

such a way that they convince themselves to behave in a certain fashion. Commitment is the

capacity to give concrete form to abstract concepts and values such freedom and equal
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opportunity in spe~itïc situations. In unhalan~ed situatiuns, thzse fuur exchange media can
either intlate or detlate. In the optimal situation thzrz is nii intlatiun iu dztlation ut either
money, power, intluence or commitment. To follow Parsons (1977:37]) then, horizontal
ex~hange relationships are means-~rzating, diagunal exchange relationships are integrative
and vertical exchangz relationships are dirz~ted at goal-attainmznt.

On the horizontal axis there is a muney zxchange of capital and productivity. The 'allocation
of capital' and '~ontrol of productivity' are dictated hy decisions made hv thz monetary and
economic players in the aamz referrzd tu previously. In this model, pruductivity also
henetïts the colle~tivity. This money exchange is arhitrated by an exehange of power,
opportunity for effectiveness or commitment of services to the collectivity. Deeisions made
by the political or economic players in the game can also he linked to this exehange.
Horizontal exchange relationships, in this case those hetween economy and polity, are
cuncerned with means-creation, and in particular, invastment.

Diagonal exchange relationships, in this case those hetween the economic system and the
community system, indieate intzgration, and are concerned with organisation and
entrepreneurship. There is an ex~hangz of money hetween 'claims to s~arz resour~es' and
'budgeting'. To use the game analogy again, this money exchange is arhitrated hy each party
'putting its chips on the tahle', i.e., exchanging intluencing fa~tors such as the community's
criteria for allocation, or the economy's justitïcation of claims. Both the collective working
conditions debate and the linking dehate can hz placed on this diagonal axis.

Vertical exchange relations are concerned with goal-attainment. Tha socio-cultural system
seeks mainly to estahlish a link with production and sales. Therz is a money exchange of
income and expenditure. This exchange is arhitrated hy an exchange of commitment, in
particular the employees' commitment to work, and the employers' commitment to both real
production and demand for labour. And su vertieal exchange relationships are primarily
concerned with interactions hetween empluyzes and consumzrs on the one hand, and
employers and producers on the other.

The concepts used to designate the individual exchange relationships tend to be fairly
abstract. In Section 5 the optimal situation model will be used to analyse actual develop-
ments in the fourteen OECD countries. It is theret~~re necessary to translate these concepts
into quantifiahle variahles. Appendix I and ? explain how this has been done. Appendix 2
also gives the empirical scores for the relevant indicators for the t~~urteen OECD countries.
The appendices should hopetully make it pussihle to view these ahstra~t concepts in more
concrete terms. Diagram 2 of Appendix 1 lists the indicators of linking: these indicators
denote the eoncept 'distrihution criteria'.
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Diagram 1: The optimal situation model
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Section 5

Research tïndings as to the effect of linking or unlinking on unemployment in the fourteen
OECD countries

5.1. Comments on the graphs sho~ti~in~~ lin~ing alui llllllltk111g and the development of
unemplo~~ment in the fourteen OFCD countries

This section begins hy giving graphs ti~r the fourteen OECD countrizs for the period
1975-1986, whieh illustrate the relationship hetween social security benetïts and private
sector wages (line-), and the relationship between public and private sector wages (linef);
the indices for both relationships in 1975 have been set at 100. The graphs also show trends
in unemployment expressed in percentages (line~`). The order in which the graphs appear is
the same as the order of the countries listed in Tables 1 and 2 in Section 2. Each graph is
followed by a brief discussion.
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In Greece, puhlic sector wages were linked, within a margin of lOqo, to those in the private
sector. Unemployment rose fairly sharply between 1979 and 1980. From 1980 onwards,
social security benetït levels increased relatively sharply and were frozen at this higher level
as of 1982. Unemployment rose up until 1984, and fell slightly in 1985 and 1986.

Between 1975 and 1986, unemployment in NorH~ay remained level at a low 2-3~0. Public
sector wages were kept broadly in line with private sector wages -- within a margin of 10~0.
Between 1975 and 1981, average soeial security benetïts rose dramatically -- from an index
of 100 in 1975 to 139 in 1981 -- in relation to private sector wages. There was no rise in
unemployment during this period; it remained at a low of 2qo. From 1981 onwards, the
higher level of benetïts remained linked to private sector wages and unemployment remained
low.
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In Finland, public sector wages remained linkad within a marain of ]O~o to privatz sector
wages. Social se~urity benetïts, too, remained linked to private sector wages up until 1981.
This period saw a slight rise in unamployment, from 2.6~o in 1975 to 7.3~o in 1978.
"I'hereafter, unemployment fell to approximately Sqo during the years 198]-1986. In this
same period, the level of benetïts in relation to average private sector wages was increased
fairly sharply, from an index of 100 in 1981 to 124 in 1986. Unemployment did not rise,
but remained stable during this period at about 5~~.
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Between 1975 and 1986, public sector wages in Canada remained linked within a margin of
10~o to those in the private sector. Social security benetïts were also linked to private sector
wages within this same IO~o margin, with the exception of 1986, when the index reached a
level of 114. Between 1982 and 1986 the index rose from 100 to 114. Unemployment
during this same period fell from 11.1 qo to 9.6~70.
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In Denmark, puhlic sector wages were linkad tu those in thz private sector within a margin
of lOqo, except in 1985 and 1986, when the index reached values of 89 and 87 respectively.
When, in 1983, unemployment reached a high of 10.4~~, the indzx uf the ratiu of gross
benetïts to gross private sector wages was increased from 104 to 113. Unemployment fell
fri~m ]0.4qo in 1983 tu 7.8~~ in 1986.

Between 1975 and 1981, the rise in publirr sector wages in Ital~~ in relation to those in the
private sector was fairly steep; the index rose from ]00 to 120. In this same periud, the
relative level of social seeurity benefits in relation to private secror wages was kept mure or
less stable. Unemployment rose during this periud from S.Sq~, to 7.9~~ in 1981. Between
1980 and 1981, the relative level of benetïts and public sectur wages was increased by 9~0;
unempluyment rose from 7.1 ~o to 7.9qo. Ther2atter, benetïts werz kept in line with private
sector wages; the index of the relative level of puhli~ sector wages fell from 120 in 1981 to
]09 in 1986. Unempluyment remain~i relatively stahle at 9-10~~.
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Between 1975 and 1986, sucial security benetïts and public sector wages in England kept
pace with private sector wages, within a margin uf lOqo. Unemployment remained relatively
stable at 4-5 q until 1979. Unemployment rose from 4.5 qo to 1 1.3 qo between 1979 and
1983, after which it remained at approximately this level.
In the United States, social security benetïts were kept fairly closely linked to private sector
wages -- within an 8qo margin. Public sector wages fell, between 1975 and1980, from an
index of 100 to 91; unemployment remained relatively stable at 7- 8qo, with a slight
downward trend. After 1980, public secror wages were again increased slightly in relation to
private sector wages, from an index of 94 in 1981 to 100 in 1986. Unemployment showed a
slight downward trend, falling from 9.7q~ in 1982 to 7~~ in 1986.
In Australia, public sector wages were kept fairly closely linked to private sector wages, --
within a margin of 5~1~. Social security henetïts fell hetween 1976 and 1982 relative to
private sector wages, frum an index of 107 to 90 in 1982. Unemployment in the same
period rose from 4.7~7o to 7.1~o. The indzx of the relative level of benetits progressed from
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1982 to 1983, 1984, 1985 and 1986 to 90 in 1984, 95 in 1985 and 102 in ]986. Unemploy-
ment initially showed an upward trend, from 7.1 ~o in 1982 to 9.9~o in 1983. Hereafter,
unemployment fell, from 8.9qo in 1984, tu 8.2~o in 198~ and 8qo in 1986.
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Between 1975 and 1986, the period under examination, France kept hoth its social security
benefits and puhlic sector wages linked within a Sqo margin to private sector wages.
Unemployment rose steadily from 4.3~o in 1975 to 10.4`~i, in 1986.

I shall now discuss developments in Spain, the tirst of the four countries -(Spain, Belgium,
The Netherlands and Germany) to have pursued a poli~y of relatively extreme negative
unlinking.
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Between 1975 and 1977, Spuin radu~ed its level of henetïts in relation to private sector
wages, from an index of ]00 to 89. Publi~ sector wages, however, were kept in line with
those in the private sector. Unemployment rose from 3.8qo in 1975 to 5.2qo in 1977. From
1978 to 1980, both social security henetïts and public sectur wages kept pace with private
sector wages. Unemployment again rose, frum 7~~ in 1978 to 11.5 ~o in 1980. The relative
level of both benefits and puhlic se~tor wages to private se~tor wages fell between 1980 and
1985. This policy of unlinking met with ever-increasing unemployment, from 11.S~o in
1980 to a staggering 21.S~o in 1985. Benetít levels were increased again slightly between
1985 and 1986, from an index of 82 to 86. Unemployment stopped rising and pegged at
21 li, in 1986.

Between 1975 and 1979, social security henetïts and private sector wages in Belgium
remained linked within a margin of 6~0. In this same period, the relative level of puhlic
sector to private wages fell, from an index of 100 to 88. Unemployment for the years
between 1975 and 1979 was 4.4q, 5.8~0, 6.6qo, 7.l qo and 7.3~o respectively. From then
until 1983, benefits remained linked w private sector wages within a margin of S~o, as did
puhlic sector wages. Unemployment rose again, from 7.3~o in 1979 to 12.9qo in 1983.
Thereafter, ihe index of the relative level uf social security benetíts and publie sector wages
to private sector wages fell somewhat from 1981 to 1984, from an index of 94 to 84, and
from 90 to 78 respectively. Unemployment, however, continued to rise, from 7.8~ in 1980
to 13qi, in 1984, after which it showed a slight fall, from 12qo in 1985 to 11.4~i, in 1986.

Between 1975 and 1979, hoth social security benetïts and public sector wages in the
Netherlands remained broadly in line with private sector wages -- within a margin of 3qi,.
Unempluyment remained stahle at about ~.S~o. Between 1980 and 1984, the index for the
relative level of so~ial security benefits to privata sectur wages fell fairly dramatically, from
104 to 84; the index of the relative lavel of public versus private sector wages fell from 94
tu 84. This coincided with a fairly sharp rise in unemployment, from 6.3 ~o in 1980 to
15.4qo in 1984. This would suggest that tha unlinking of public and private sector wages
causes a rise in unemployment, and that the unlinking of social security benetïts and private
sector wages causes unemployment to rise more quickly. Both indices remained stahle within
a margin of 2qo throughout 1984, 1985 and 1986, which effectively amounts to a policy of
linking. Unemployment fell from 15.4~o in 1984 to 13.Z~o in 1986.
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Throughout the years 1975 to 1984, neither social security henetïts nor puhlic sector wages

in Germuny kept paee with private se~tor wagzs. Initially, unemployment remained stahle at
approximately 3-4~0, until May 1980, after which it rose, from 3.3~o in 1980 to 8.2qo in

1984. The pattern which therefore appears to emerge is that unlinking precedes a rise in

unemployment or, to put in another way, unlinking was succeeded hy a rise, rather than a

fall, in unemployment. Both indices remained stable during the years 1984, 1985 and ]986,
as did unemployment.

Taking all the above into consideration, we can draw several conclusions as regards the
hypothesis that linking, and more particularly positive unlinking, increase unemployment and
that negative unlinking reduces unemployment.

The general trend in Spain as regards the relationship between relative levels of social
security benefits and unemployment is negative: the lower the level of benefits, the higher
the percentage unemployed. If we use a somewhat longer period, say 1970-1986, to assess

the relationship between the relative level of benefits versus the average private sector wage
and the unemployment percentage, the correlation coeftïcient is r- -.68. This relationship is
positive in the case of all the other countries discussed in this section:

1. Greece: no data available for the period 1970-1986;
2. Norway f .63
3. Finland ~ .56
4. Canada } .73
5. Denmark f .66
6. Italy f .32
7. England ~- .84
8. United States -~ .67

9. Australia f .39
10. France ~- .96

It is therefore true to say of the aforementioned ten countries, all of which pursued a policy

of either linking or positive unlinking, that the higher the level of benetíts, the higher the

level of unemployment.

Spain (Country 11) is an example of a country where the following proved to be the case:

the lower the relative level of benetïts during the period 1970-1986, the higher the level of

unemployment, and the higher the relative level of benefits in relation to private sector

wages, the lower the level of unemployment.
relationships apply in Belgium, the Netherlands
This would appear to be the case, viz.:

Let us examine whether these
and Germany (countries 12, 13

11. Spain -.68
12. Belgium -.64
13. Netherlands -.88
14. Germany -.76

negative
and 14).
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A basic pattern is ~learly heginning tu emerge even hefore we have tully applied the
theoretical framework. The idea of carrying out the foregoing analysis was derived from the
theory put forward in the preceding section. The interaction hetween the formal theory and
empirical research makes it possihle for us to have an insight intu this difference in pattern.
The conclusion we must draw is that there is as yet no empirical eviden~e to support the
popular view mentíoned ahove as regards the four countries which pursued a policy of
negative unlinking.

The following section will analyse the etfects of linking and unlinking as well as examining
other important factors which can affect unemployment.

5.2. Research findings for the fourreen OECD couittries presc~i~tc~d in diagrammaticform

The formal theory des~ribed in Section 4 is basad on a framework of ~oncepts -- rather like
a set of building hlucks. These concepts have been used to furmulate a model for an ideal
course of action whose goal is the attainment of balanced social and economic development
(see Section 4). This model, to use a visual analogy, functions as the main lens which
enables us to view the optimal situation. But if we are to he able to turn our gaze from the
optimal situation and identify and explain unhalanced situations, we need a set of secondary
lenses. This requirement is met hy the trend-deviation method. Appendix 2 of this article
gives the scores for the relevant variahles for the fourteen OECD countries. By combining
the information given in Section 4 and Appendix 2, we can illustrate our conclusions in the
form of diagrams which show the patterns of the exchange relatiunships which actually
pertained in the fourteen OECD countries.

The reasoning behind this is that, in order for us to present a scientitic conclusion in this
section as regards content, two opposite ends of the spectrum -- or poles, as we shall call
them -- must be related to each other. This relationship is illustrated in the following
diagram.

POLE 1
Theoretical concepts and
formal theory behind the
ideal course of action
for stahle social and
economic development
(as formulated in
Section 4)

Results of the inter-
action betwezn Pole 1
and Pole 2: diagram
depicting the empirical
results for the OECD
countries discussed in
this subseciion

POLE 2
Empirical evidence
of deviations
from the ideal
course of action
in the OECD coun-
tries, obtained by
using the trend-
deviation method
(presented in the
form of statistics
in Appendix 2.1
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I have opted for a diagrammatic presentation of my tïndings, tïrstly he~ause statistics tend tu

be less appealing, and secondly because thera must hz sumz fezdha~k to the thaoretical
framework, and this is best expressed graphically. By presenting the results in diagrammatic
form, the patterns for each country hecumz instantly apparent. Althou~~h the diagrams are
based on the statistics given in Appendix 2, they ara expressed in terms of the theoretical
concepts. Because the ramitïcations of linking and unlinking are so complex, the framewurk
used to analyse them must be equally cumplex and utilised to the full. An analysis of only
the relationship between the two indices we have discussed hetbre and unemployment, (see
Section 5.1) presents too limited a picture; there are other potentially relevant variables
which also need to be taken into account. If these are taken into accuunt, we can determine,

tïrstly, which of the OECD countries pursued a balanced policy during the period in
question (in which case their particular diagram would resemhle Diagram 1 in Section 4, i.e.
the optimal situation model), and secundly, which OECD countries pursued a defective
policy (in which case the pattern or diagram for that particular country would exhibit certain
deviatiuns from the pattern, or diagram, for the optimal situation).
The optimal situation mudel (Diagram 1, Section 4), a simplitïed version of which is shown
helow, forms the basis of all tha fullowing diagrams.

Diagram 2: Simplitïed Version of Diul;ram 1 in Section 4
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Diagrams for ea~h ot the ti~urteen countries, expressed in terms of these same ~un~epts, are
given below. Some look very similar to Diagram ? ahove: others show marked deviations
due to the existence ot unbalanced exchange relationships. All the diagrams are based on
information given in Table 4 in Appendix 2. If a country in this table has a~hieved a ranking
score of between (1) and (7), then that particular exchange relationship is regarded as being
balanced; a score between (8) and (I4) indicates an unbalanced exchanga relationship.
Balanced exchange relationships are indicated in bold type in the fullowing diagrams to
distinguish them from unstahle exehan~~e relationships. The eyuilihrium~disequilibrium of the
various exchange rzlationships is relative, i.e. based on research tïndings for the fourteen
OECD countries.

We begin with Nor~~~a~. and Canadu, which share the same pattern of balan~ed exchange
relationships right across the board. In hoth countries, growth in unzmployment was low and
growth in labour force parti~ipation high. Both countries increased su~ial security benetïts
relative to private sector wages, partieularly Norway. The situatiun pertaining in both
countries was su~h that the other ex~hanae relatiunships were also favourahle. Both countries
experienced strong ecimomic gruwth coupled with moderate growth in money supply; labour
costs per product unit developed favuurably and there was limited growth in publie
expenditure. Parti~ularly signitïcant was the fa~t that the exchanbe of money between the
economic and the cummunity system developed in a balanced fashion, which was primarily
the result of only marginal growth in private sector wages. This in turn meant that social
security benetïts could he in~reased in relative terms without having any adverse effects on
the economy. Thereti~re, a policy of pusitive unlinking -- whrrrebv benetïts inerease faster
than private seetor wages -- need nut automatically have an adverse effect on either
economic growth or unemployment, provided that private sector wage increases are
moderate. Another important factor was that both h'orway and Canada had a favourable
ex~hange uf commitment; a sharp rise in the labour force was coupled with a sharp rise in
private se~tor empluyment.

The Norwegian and Canadian 1ltodel
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The Dutch model, given helow, contrasts sharply with the Norwegian and Canadian modzl.
It has only two halanced exchange relationships: the ex~hange of power hetween economy
and polity, and the exchange of money between the ecunomic system and the community
system. As regards the exchange of power hztween e~onomy and polity, both labour costs
per product unit and public expenditure developed in a relatively favourahle way. Bearing in
mind that the labour income ratio in the Nztherlands fell turther than in any of the fourteen
OECD countries and given the favourable growth in its private sector wages, the exchange
of money between the economic and community systems was also favourable. The following
four inputloutput exchange relationships were all seen to be unbalanced:

- the exchange of money between economy and polity: relatively weak growth in money
supply was coupled with weak growth in national income;

- the exchange of intluence between economic and community systems: during the period
under consideration (1975-1986), of the four countries which pursued a policy of negative
unlinking -- wherehy social security benetïts and public sector wages fell behind private
sector wages -- it was the Netherlands atter Germany which applied the most extreme
form of negative unlinking; the result was a relatively sharp rise in unemployment and
weak growth in lahour force participation. As regards the exchange of intluence, the
Netherlands found itself in something of a downward spiral: unlinking was coupled with
a sharp rise in unemployment, weak growth in labour force participation and a rise in the
total number of people entitled to benetïts relative to the total number of people in paid
emptoyment. This proportion, which is sumetimes termed the ratio of non-activelactive
was .80 in the Netherlands in 1986. By contrast, according to OECD data, the ratio in
the same year for Canada and Norway was .46 and .42 respectively. The Netherlands
had the highest ratio of all the OECD countries, and between 1970 and 1986 this figure
grew by 145~0 -- again, the highest growth tïgure for the proportion of non-active to
active.

- the exchange of commitment between the economic and the socio-cultural system:
relatively weak growth in the labour force was coupled with unfavourable development in
private sector employment;

- the exchange of money between the economic and the socio-cultural system: a relatively
low increase in employees' average earnings was coupled with relatively unfavourable
development in consumption.

The main prohlem in the Netherlands then, would appear to be its lack of internal economic
embeddedness, i.e., the emhadding of the ecunomy in the community and socio-cultural
system. As long as the problem of low lahour force participation and high unemployment
continues to he regarded as essentially a tïnancial, economic and political problem, the
Netherlands will never tïnd a satisfactory solution.
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Let us now turn to the Greek and Italian model, ~i~hi~h is a mirror-imaDe of the Dutch
model. Greece and Italy havz identical zxchanae relationship patterns. Exchanbe relation-
ships which are balaneed in the Iv'etherlands are unhalanced in Greece and Italv, and vice
versa. Neither of the two diabrams is preferahle, incidentallv, as reDards achievement the
objectives of the SER which are ineorporated in the tormal theory for the ideal course of
aetion for balanczd social and economie development.
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The Greek and Italian illodel
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Because Canada and Norway come closest to achieving this ideal course of action, the
Canadian and Norwegian model is intïnitely praferably to both the Dutch model and its
mirror-image, the Greek and Italian model. The exchange of power hetween economy and
polity in Greece and Italy was highly unbalan~ed: growth in labour costs and public expendi-
ture was very high in both countries. Although the exchange of intluence between the
economic and the community system in both countries developed favourably, increases in
the labour income ratio and in private sector wages in Greece -- which were greater than in
any of the other 13 OECD countries -- wreaked havoc with the exchange of money between
the economic and the community system. Italy didn't fare quite so badly as Greece in these
two respects, but its overall score came down more on the side of disequilibrium than
equilibrium. Although linking, or increasing social security benetïts in relative terms, can
have a favourahle effe~t on unemployment and labour force participation, if private sector
wages rise too sharply. thz result will be an extremely unbalanced exchange of power
between economy and polity. A pattern uf this kind sets a course for reducing unemp(oy-
ment at the expense of high intlation. As Tahla 2 in Se~tion 2 shows, intlation between 1980
and 1986 in Greece averaged ?O~I~ and in [taly the tïgure ~~~as 13`7~.

We now eoma to the Finnish model.
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The Finnish 111odel
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The tirst thing we notice abuut the Finnish model is that there is an unbalanced exchange of
power hetween econumy and polity. There is also an unbalan~ed exchange of cummitment.
Labour costs and public expenditure rose relatively sharply in Finland, hut this exehange of
power was not as unfavourable as it was in Italy and Greece. The exchange of commitment
was also relatively unfavourable. The moderate growth in Finland's labour force was
coupled with moderate growth in private sector employment. As far as the other exchange
relationships are concerned, Finland occupies a more or less midway position, just this side
of 'favourable'. The one exception to Finland's picture of generally balanced exchange
relationships is the exchange of money between economy and pulity: there was relatively
strong growth in money supply and national income in Finland.

We turn now to the Danish model.
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The Danish I,Iodel
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Denmark had one of the highest scores for development of unemployment and it also scored
favourably as regards growth in labour force participation. Social security benetiits increased
relative to private sector wages in Denmark, but public sector wages fell fairly sharply
behind private sector wages; hence Denmark's relatively unfavourable score in Table 4 of
Appendix 2 as regards the exchange of influence. Denmark's exchange of both money and
power between economy and polity is unbalanced. In the case of the exchange of power, this
was primarily due to the sharp rise in public expenditure. The exchange of money between
economy and polity, and vice versa, was unbalaneed. Denmark scored favourably as regards
the exchange of money between the economic and the community system, both as regards
the labour income ratio and the increase in private sector wages. T1~e exchange of money
between the economíc and the socio-cultural system was unbalanced: growth in employees'
average earnings and consumption was weak. Denmark doesn't particularly stand out one
way or the other.

England was one of the countries which kept its soeial security benetits and publi~ sector
wages broadly in line with private sector wages -- within a margin of 10~~. lnterestíngly,
England's total score shows that it in fa~t s~ured unfavourably as regards exchange of
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intluence. England had high growth in unemployment and low growth in labour force
participation. What is interesting about the English situatiun is that linking was coupled with
a sharp rise in unemplo}~ment. England, therefore, provides an illustration of how NOT to
link.

The English model
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The exchange of money between economy and polity was unfavourable in England; this was
primarily the result of weak eeonomic growth. Labour costs per product unit, too, rose far
more sharply in England than in the Netherlands. The exchange of money between the
economic and community system was equally unbalaneed. England had a particularly
unfavourable score as regards the exchange of commitment. Growth in private sector
employment was unfavourable -- negative, in fact. England has not been that suecessful in
embedding its economy in its social and cultural systzm, the result of which is that linking
does not result in a fall in unemployment. If linking is to impact favourably on unemploy-
ment and labour force participation, then increases in the labour income ratio and private
sector wages must be moderated. England was unahle to achieve this. The form of linking
pursued in the United States produced a bettzr pattern of exchange relationships.
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Compared to the other countries, the United States scored highest as regards the decrease of
unemployment: its index of unemployment fell by 16~o between 1975 and 1986. Its labour
force participation rate, too, increased sharply. Throughout the period under examination,
the United States maintained a policy of linking both social security benetits and public
sector wages to private sector wages. It is, therefore, possible for linking to have the ettect
of reducing unemployment and inereasing labour force participation. The fact that benefits
and wages were linked in the United States did not, furthermore, prevent there being a
balanced exchange of, in particular, money and power between economy and polity. The
exchange of money between the economic and the community system, on the other hand,
was not balanced. Nor did the labour income ratio develop favourably. What sets the United
States apart is its highly developed exchange ot commitment: growth in private sector
employment and growth in labour force were both extremely high in the United States. The
exchange of money is, however, poorly embedded in its internal social systems. Where the
United States differs most from England and the Netherlands is that its exchange of
commitment is well developed, whereas in England and the Netherlands it is poorly
developed.

The United States l~iodel
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We shall now dis~uss the Australian model, a model whi~h dozs not stand out one wav or
the other.
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The Australian Model
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The exchange of power between economy and pulity was unstahle due to the comhined
effects of a relatively sharp rise in labour costs and a sharp rise in public expenditure. There
was a balanced exchange of influence and money between the economic and the community
system, even though the lahour income ratio did not develop favourably. In contrast to the
other OECD countries, private sector wage increases were moderated most in Australia.
Relatively speaking, employees' average earnings rose least in Australia. The exchange of
money between the economic and the soeio-cultural system was not balanced.

France offers a more elaborate scenario. France, like England, the United States and
Australia, pursued a poliey of linking its su~ial security benetits and puhlic sector wages to
private sector wages. Like England, Fran~e seored unfavourahly as regards unemployment
and labour force participation, and so France, like England, provides a good example of
how NOT to link. Relatively speaking, France's exehange of money and power between
economy and polity was highly unhalanced: labour costs and public expenditure rose
dramatically, but growth in national ineome and money supply was weak. Moreover, the
exchange of money between the economic and the community system was highly unhal-
anced: the lahour in~ome ratio in~reased, and private sector wages, to which henetits and
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puhlic sector wages were linked, rose sharpl~. Although France pursued a policy of linking,
it scored unfavourably overall as regards the ex~hange of intluen~e, as can he seen in Table
4 of Appendix 2. And tinally, lika England. Franee scored unfavourably as regards the
exchange of commitment. Growth in private sector employment was negative, and growth in
the labour force was weak. Linking, if coupled with a lack of commitment, does not result
in reducing unemployment or increasing labour force participation. If private sector wages --
to which benefits and public sector wages are linked -- rise sharply, as was the case in
France, the result is not a reduction in unemployment. A pattern of this kind has adverse
consequences for exchange relationships hetween e~onomy and polity, as was the case in
France.

The French i~lodel
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Throughout the period under consideration, 1975-1986, Spain, Belgium and Germany all
pursued a policy of unlinking as regards so~ial seeurity benetits and public sector wages, as
did the Netherlands. The Dutch model has already been examined (see above). We shall now
consider the Spanish model. Spain, like Netherlands, Fran~e and England, has a particularly
unstable pattern of exchange relationships. Only one these rrrlationships is stable, namely the
exchange of money hetween the economic and the community system. This is due more to
the labour income ratio developing moderately than to mi~derate increases in priv~ate sector
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wages, which in fact rose relatively sharply as a consequzncz of unlinking. This is one of
thsr risks asso~iated with unlinking, as we shall see later in ihe case of Belgium and
Germanv.

The Spanish I`Iodel
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Spain's other exchange relationships were all unbalanced. Unlinking was coupled with the
weakest growth in national income of all the OECD countries. The exchange of power was
particularly unhalanced: there was a dramatic rise in labour costs and puhlic expenditure. A
non-solidary wage policy, therefore, has an adverse etfeet on exchange relationships between
economy and polity. Because of its policy of unlinking, Spain scored relatively unfavourahly
as regards the exchange of intluence. Spain had both the sharpest rise in unemployment and
the least favourable index score as regards labour force participation: its lahour force
participation rate in 1986 was 6qo lower than in 1975. Spain also scored unfavourably as
regards the exchange of commitment. Growth in the lahour force was weak, whilst private
sector employment in 1986 was no less than 20`~r, lower than it had been in 1975. Spain had
the greatest drop in private sector empluyment: the index fur 1986 compared to 1975 was
80. In this respzct, Spain ~untrasted must sharplv with thsr United States, where private
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sector employment grew bv 30q~, givin~ an index ot 130. Of all the OECD countries
examined, the development of consumption in Spain was lzast favuurable. Frum thz point of
view of society, Spain presents an unhalan~ed s~enario.

The Belgian model is interesting in that it quite closely resemhles the Dutch and German
models. Belgium, in fact, had many things in common with both these countries: its
exchange of power between economy and polity was halanced, and growth in labour costs
per product unit and public expenditure was limited. It, too, pursued a policy of unlinking:
the exchange of intluence between its eeonomi~ and its community system was not balanced.
Similarly, Belgium's non-solidary wage policy went hand in hand with an unbalanced
exchange of money hetween economy and polity, and Belgium's national income and money
supply showed weak growth, as was the case in the Netherlands and Germany. An unsatis-
factory exchange of influence is therefore both economically and politically undesirable.
Belgium's exchange of money, as well as its exchange of intluence, between the economic
and community system were unbalanced. Its policy of unlinking was accompanied by a
relatively unfavourable development in its lahour income ratio, as well as a sharp rise in
private sector wages -- almost on a par with Greece. This, then, is one of the risks associ-
ated with unlinking, which the Netherlands managed to avoid, hut which Spain, Belgium and
Germany did not. In contrast to Spain, the Netherlands and Germany, Belgium scored
favourably as regards the exchange of money between the economic and the socio-cultural
system, but, like them, its exchange of commitment pattern was unbalanced. Belgium's
lahour force growth was weak, whilst its private sector employment in 1986 was 11 qo lower
than it had been in 1975. The only country to score lower in this respect was Spain. It will
therefore come as no surprise to learn that Belgium scored poorly as regards reducing
unemployment and increasing labour for~e parti~ipation, as well as regards budget deficit.

The Belgian Model
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And tïnally we come to the Germun mudel. Tha discipline so characteristic of Germanv is
encapsulated in the only halanced exchange relationship to emerge, namely the exchange of
power between economy and polity. Although the Duteh model was far from ideal, it did at
least score favourably as regards the exchanbe of money between the economic and the
community system. Having said that, the Dutch model adheres fairlv closelv to its German
counterpart, a point I will come back tu in my summary.

The German 1~~lodel
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As stated above, Germany's exchange of power between economy and polity was its strong
card: Germany's labour costs per product unit rose the least, and its public expenditure did
not rise at all. Viewed only from this perspective, Germany scored favourably. Germany
and England share this particular scenario, but I will discuss the two countries separately
because, if their individual scenarios are examined mure closely, in the light of data
containad in Appendix 2, certain ditferences can be ascertained: England's labour costs
increased substantially and its money supply was ample, whilst both labour costs and money
supply in Germam~ showed only minimal growth. Apart from the exchange of power, this
article takes into account tïve other yardsti~ks fur evaluating the various situations pertaining
in each country, namely: the exchange of monev between economy and polity, the exchange
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Polity

ezchange exchange
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of intluence and money hetween the eeonomic system and the community system, and the
exchange of commitment and monzv bztween the e~onomic and the socio-cultural system.
When these tïve yardsticks are taken into account, the performance of both Germany and
England begins to look quite difterent. This is because Germany scored unfavourahly as
regards these five yardsticks. The limited growth in its money supply was coupled with
moderate growth in national income: the exchange of money between economy and polity
was not balanced. The exchange of intluence between the economic and the community
system was also unhalanced; this was because Germany's policy of unlinking was fairly
extreme. As a result, its index of unemployment achieved a ranking score of (7), i.e. just
within the bounds of being favourahle. Germany's lahour force participation, however,
developed unfavourahly, achieving a ranking score of (12). Germany had an unfavourable
score as regards the exchange of money hetwaen the economic and thz community system.
This was not the result of the development of the lahour income ratio: on this index,
Germany scored almost as favourahly as the Netherlands. In contrast to the Netherlands,
Germany, in pursuing a policy of unlinking, was unable to keep its private sector wages
under control; this was also the case in Bzlgium. Both Germany and Belgium provide good
examples of the risks associated with unlinking. Germany also scored unfavourably as
regards the exchange of money between the economic and the socio-cultural system; this was
primarily caused hy an unfavourable development in consumption. And, last but not least,
Germany, in common with Spain, Belgium, France, England and the Netherlands, had a
relatively unfavourable exchange of commitment.

The exchange of commitment is concernzd with the growth in labour force and the growth
in private sector employment. Therefore, I have takan a closer look at the relationship
between private sector investments and private sector employment ,and the relationship
hetween private sector volume of production and private sector employment in the six
aforementioned couniries to see if it is indeed weaker there than in the other countries. The
rationale behind this was that a weaker relationship would be indicative of a lesser degree of
commitment, and a stronger orientation towards capital intensive production without a social
orientation for the creation of johs by means of increased investment and production. This
would appear to be the case, as Tahle 3 shows. Therefore, the features which England,
France, Spain, Belgium, the Netherland and Germany have in common are as follows:

- an unfavourahle development of lahour force participation and unemployment;
- an unfavourahle score as regards the exchange of intluence;
- an unfavourahle exchange of commitment;
- a weak position, or even a negative relationship, hetween private sector investments

and volume of production on the one hand, and private sector employment on the
other.

This pattern indicates that, in these six countries, economic embeddedness in internal social
and cultural systems is weak. Four of the six countries pursued a policy of unlinking, and
England and France also scored relatively unfavourahly as regards the exchange of influ-
ence. It was notably these six countries which combined an unfavourahle exchange of
intluence with an unfavourahle exchange of commitment.
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Tahle 3: Correlation ~iieffi~ients ti~r thz pzriod 1970-1986 between private sector
investment and employment, and het~~~een private sector volume of produc-
tion and emplciymznt in England, Franee, Spain, the Netherlands, Belgium
and Germany versus thz rzmaining ~i~untries

Corr. coeficient between pri-

vate sector investment and

employment

Corr. coeftïcient between

private sector volume of pro-

duction and employment

1 Greece t .51 f .97

2 Canada t .98 t .96

3 Italy f .48 f .84

4 Norway t.73 f. 80

5 Finland t .71 f .84

6 Australia f .96 f .96

7 U. States f.98 f.99
8 Denmark f .56 f .69

9 England -.16 f .70

10 France f .09 -~- .23

11 Spain ~ .07 -.39
12 Netherlands f .49 f .09

13 Belgium -.54 -.66

14 Germany -.14 -.38

Section 6: Summary

The ohject of this paper was to assess the impact on unemployment of positive unlinking
(where benefits increase faster than private sector wages), linking (where benetïts keep pace
with private sector wages) and negative unlinking (where benefits fall behind private sector
wages). Two yardsticks were used to measure the degree of linking: tïrstly, the ratio of
gross social security benetïts to gross private sector wages, and secondly, the ratio of gross
puhlic sector wages to those in the private sector. These two yardsticks enabled us to
measure how index-linked, or inflation-proof, the gross incomes of these three groups were.
We set out to test the hypothesis that linking and, more particularly, positive unlinking
causes a rise in unemployment, and that negative unlinking redu~es unemployment, taking
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into account other factors relevant to unemployment. If we disreQard these othar relevant
factors, then, as Section 5.1 shows, this popular theory has, tor the timz heing, to be
empirically rejectec] in the case of those countries which pursued a policy of negative

unlinking -- Belgium, Germany, The Netherlands and Spain -- since in these countries, a
relative decrease in the level of social sacurity henetïts was accompanied by a rise, and not a
fall, in unemployment. It is somewhat unclear as to the sequence in which unlinking and a
rise in unemployment occurred in Spain and Belgium. In the Netherlands and Germany,
unlinking preceded a rise in unemployment. The pattern for those countries which pursued a

policy of positively unlinking benetïts from private sector wages was as follows. The pattern
in Greece and Italy is ambiguous. In Norway, positive unlinking preeeded unemployment
remaining stable at a low level. The same applied to Finland as of 1981. In Canada, positive
unlinking preceded a fall in unemployment. This sequence of events, in which positive
unlinking precedes a fall in unemployment, also occurred in Denmark as of 1983. Four
countries -- England, the United States, Australia and France -- kept their social security
benefits in line with private sector wages, with the following consequences: in the United
States, unemployment remained relatively stahle, showing a slight downward trend and in
both England and France, unemployment rose. The rise in unemployment was not, however,
caused by linking, hut was due to the relatively sharp rise in hoth private sector wages
(particularly in France) and lahour costs per pruduct unit, as well as a minimal Izvel of
commitment to the creation of jobs.

Our chosen formal theory also takes into account other factors relevant to unemployment.
The main conclusions given in Section 5.2 can he summarised as follows. The patterns for

the OECD countries are given in Tahle 4 below. A plus sign (~) indicates relative equilih-

rium; a minus sign (-) relative disequilibrium.

We have already estahlished that unlinking entails certain risks, and that the margins for

linking are narrow. Spain, Belgium, The Netherlands and Germany all pursued a policy of

unlinking social security benefits and private sector wages during the period 1975-1986
examined in this article. All four countries shared an unfavourable development of labour
foree participation as well as an unfavourahle development in unemployment. Germany

scored favourahly (7) as regards unemployment, hut its lahour force participation score (12)

was less favourahle. The risks associated with unlinking were most apparent in Spain,

Belgium and Germany, where there was a sharp rise in private sector wages. In these four

countries, a relative decrease in benefit levels in relation to private sector wages was

accompanied by a rise in unemployment, and, conversely, an increase in benetït levels was
accompanied by a fall in unemployment.

Norway and Canada came closest to achieving the ideal course of action for halanced social
and economic development, and both scored favourably as regards the development of both
unemployment and lahour force participation. Empirical evidence therefore suggests that
positive unlinking in itself need not automatically lead to higher unemployment, provided
that the other factors which affect unemployment develop favourably. What ís important is
that the growth of private sector wages should be moderate and that the exchange of
commitment should be favourable. Take, for example, Gree~e and Italy, where positive
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unlinking was not accompanied by moderate growth in the lahour income ratio and private
sector wages. This resultzd in a relatively unbalanced exchanga of power between economy
and polity. The pattern which emerges for the two countries suggests that unemployment can
only be reduced at the expense of high inflation and a sharp rise in labour costs and public
expenditure.

Of the countries which pursued a policy of linking, England and France seored unfavourably
as regards the development of unemployment and labour force participation. These two
countries in particular demonstrated the fact that the margins for linking are narrow. Linking
was not accompanied by a favourable development in lahour costs. Bi~th countries shared an
unfavourable exchan~e of commitment. Furthermore, private sector wages in France rose
sharply. A common feature of the four countries which pursued a policy of unlinking, and
of England and France, was that they all exhihited an unfavourable exchange of influence
and unfavourable ex~hange of commitment. When private sector investment and production
was increased, private sector employment at best increased fractionally and in some cases
even fell. The Netherlands in particular showed a strong downward spiral of the exchange of
both influence and commitment. On balance, the primary cause of the problem in the
Netherlands, England, France, Spain, Belgium and Germany was the lack of economic
embeddedness in the community and socio-cultural system. The Netherlands followed
Germany's example as regards the balanced exchange of power and the unbalanced exchange
of money between economy and polity. But both countries shared a feature common to the
other four countries, namely the low level of exchange of intluence and commitment. As
long as these six countries continue to regard the problem of unemployment and low growth
in labour force participation as essentially a tïnancial, economic and political problem, they
will never tind a satisfactory solution to their prohlem.

The most important recommendations we can give as to how high unemployment and low
participation -- in the form of exclusion from participation in paid labour, and its attendant
exclusion from participation in society -- can be avoided are as follows. A policy of
unlinking social security benefits and private sector wages is not recommended. The
downside of this approach is that there is always the risk that private sector wages will rise
too sharply. A better course of action is to adopt a policy of linking within the narrow
margins of a wage policy which is aligned to productivity, within the narrow margins of a
balanced exchange of money and power hetween economy and polity, and within the narrow
margins of exchange of commitment and balanced exchange of money between the economic
system and the socio-cultural system. Both Canada and Norway's policy of linking operated
within these narrow margins.

This scenario can be achieved through democratic dialogue and communication at the cutting
edge of economy, politics, the community and the socio-cultural aspects of life. Modern
society, in this sense, no longer has an actual centre. Democracy provides the fenilz
scenario for a communication-oriented society (Munch, 1991), which has grown from a
political command economy into a negotiating society.
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Table 4 Relative stability~instability of scores for the exchange of Money, Power, Influence and Commitment in the fourteen OECD countries

1 2 3 4 5 6

Total score for Total score for Total score for Total score for Total score for Total score for
exchange of Power exchange of Money exchange of Influ- exchange of Money exchange of Commit- exchange of Money
between Economy between Economy ence between the between the econ- ment between the between the econ-
and Polity and Polity economic system and omic system and the economic system and omic system and
(power) (money) the community sys- community system the socio-cultural the socio-cultural

tem (influence) (money) system (commitment) system)
(money)

1 Greece - t t - } `
2 Norway t 4 t } } t
3 Finland t - t t - }
4 Canada t t t ' ' `
5 Denmark - - - t } -
6 Italy - t t - } }
7 England t - - - - -
8 U. States f t ' - ' -
9 Australia - t t ' } -
10 France - - - - - `
11 Spain - - - ' - -
12 Belgium ~ - - - - }
13 Netherlands t - - t - -
14 Germany t - - - - -
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7. Nutes

(1) I would like to thank Drs. A. van Diessen, Dr. A. Keune, Dr. K. de Leeuw and
Drs. S. van der Ploe~ for their usetul subgestions as re~ards a dratt for this paper. I
would also like to thank Drs. A. Glehheek and Drs. B. Gruisen for their good
comments on the paper presented on the study day. A heavily moditïed version of
this article has been puhlished as an article entitled: J. van Wezel: Een Beleids-
concept voor een vierde weg voor sociaal en economische beleid, in: Beleid en
Maatschappij, Volume XVIII, 1991-3, May~June, pp 115-131, 160.

(2) The OECD databases do not provide further details about ~overnment~political
intervention as regards the level of social security henetits as well as other causes for
changes in the two yardsticks ti~r measuring tha degree of linking. The followinb
puhlications might, however, prove useful:

Peter Flora (Ed.), Gro~t~th to limits. Volume 4. Appendix. Walter de Gruyter,
Berlin~New York, 1987.

Commission of the European Communities. Social protection in the member states of
the corrtmunir,~. Situation on Jul~~ Ist 1990 and cvolutio~t. Garant Publishers, Leuven,
1990.

Commission of the European Communities. Social protection in the communitl~ and
the member states. Evolutio~r during thc 80s. European Institute of Social Security,
Louvain, Fehruary 1991.
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Appendix 1

Concepts contained within the formal theory of the ideal course of action for balanced social

and economic develupment, and indicators of these concepts in the OECD countries

This appendix is based on the formal theory of the ideal course of action for balanced social

and economic development described in Section 4. This formal theory presuppuses an

interaction between econumic, political, social and cultural phenomena. The diagrams of the

formal theory depict only the three exchange relations with the economic system. Horizontal

interactions signify means-creation, diagonal interactions indicate integration and vertical

interactions indicate goal-attainment. These three types uf interactions are accordingly

numbered 1, 2 and 3 throughout the following diagrams. In Diagrams 1 to 3, the concept

appears above the relevant arrow, as does the relevant exchan~e medium, and whether there

is a factor or product exchange. The index appears heluw the arrow.

We shall deal tirst with the mobilisation uf ineans, which can be explained conceptually in

terms of two each-way exchange relationships, or interactions.
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Diagram 1: Mobilisation of ineans- Horizontal, means-creating interaction- exchange relation-
ships between the economic and political system

1 Control of productivity
(factor, money)
------------------------------~~
Available national product in 1986 vs. 1975, adjusted for inflation

2 Opportunity for effectiveness
(factor, power)
cc------------------------------------
Labour costs per product unit in 1986 vs. 1975

Economic system Political system

3 Commitment to services for
the collectivity (product, power)
--------------------------------------~~
Public expenditure as percentage
of national income in 1986 vs. 1975

4 Allocation of capital
(product, money)
cc---------------------------------------
Money supply in 1986 vs. 1975

Diagram 2: System of labour relationships, dístribution criteria and justification of
clairas. Diagonal, integrative interaction: exchange relationships between
econanic system and comr~nity system

1 Claims to scarce resources
(factor, money)
----------------------------------~~
Labour income ratio, including
self-employed, in 1986 versus 1975

2 Distribution criteria
(factor, influence)
cc----------------------------------------
a Average benefit level in 1986 vs. 1975, divided by average public sector

wage in 1986 vs. 1975
b Average public sector wage in 1986 vs. 1975, divided by average private

sector wage in 1986 vs. 1975

Economíc System Community System

3 Justification of claims
(product, influence)
----------------------------------------~i
a Total percentage unemployed in 1986 vs. 1975

b Total labour force participation in 1986 vs. 1975

4 Ranking of ctaims, budgeting
(product, money)
cc-----------------------------------
Average private sector wage in 1986 vs. 1975, adjusted for inflation
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Diagram 3: Labour market and consumer market: goal-attaining, vertical interaction

1 Total labour capacity
(factor, commitment)
----------------------------------~~
GroWth in labour force in man-years in 1986 versus 1975

2 Income from uages
(factor, money)
~~----------------------------------------
Average earnings per employee in 1986 vs. 1975, adjusted for inflation

Socio-Culturat System Economic System

3 Demand for goods (and services)
(product, money)
----------------------------------------~~
Private consumption ratio in 1986 vs. 1975, multiplied by disposable national
product in 1986 vs. 1975, adjusted for inflation

4 Commitment to production of goods and services and to private sector employment
(product, commitment)
~c-----------------------------------
Grouth in private sector employment in persons in 1986 vs. 1975
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Appendix 2

Research findings for the fourteen OECD countries

Table 1:

Excha~ge relatio~ships between ecorwny ard polity: scores and ranking order of the fourteen OECD countries.
(1) indicates favourable or balanced, (14) i~dicates unfavourable or unbalanced

Disposabe national Labour costs per pro- Public expenditure
income in 1986 vs. duct unit in 1986 vs. as a percentage of Money supply in
1975, adjusted for 1975 (power) national income in 1986 vs. 1975,
inflation (money) 1986 vs. 1975 (power) (money

1 Greece 135.9 (b) 738 (14) 170 (13) 1180 (1)
2 Norway 156 (1) 203 (b) 107 (3) 374 (b)
3 Finland 137.7 (3) 241 (9) 127 (7) 446 (4)
4 Canada 144 (2) 196 (5) 122 (b) 327 (8)
5 Denmark 134 (8) 216 (7) 129.2 (10) 295 (9)
6 Italy 135 (7) 430 (13) 144 (12) 503 (3)
7 England 125 (11) 244 (10) 107 (4) 401 (5)
8 U. States 137.5 (4) 193 (4) 105 (2) 277 (10)
9 Australia 136.1 (5) 235 (8) 128.6 (8) 348 (7)
10 France 127.1 (10) 264 (11) 133.3 (11) 262 (11)

11 Spain 121 (14) 386 (12) 171 (14) 515 (2)
12 Belgium 122.7 (12) 175 (3) 128.9 (9) 233 (12)
13 Netherlands 122.5 (13) 139 (2) 116 (5) 232 (13)
14 Germany 127.9 (9) 138 (1) 100 (1) 213 (14)

Comments:
1] The score for Norway for variable 3 was taken from database information relating to 1976; this score has been extrapolated for 1975. This same procedure
was applied to the following scores:
2] The score for Italy for variable 3 was taken from database information relating to 1980.
3] The score for England for variable 4 was taken from database information relating to 1976.
4] The score for France for variable 4 was taken from database information relating to 1978.
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Table 2:
Exchange relationships between the econamic system and the cam~nity system: scores and ranking order of the fourteen OECD countries. (1) indícates favourable or
balanced, (14) indicates unfavourable or unbalanced.

1
Labour income
ratio in 1986
vs 1975 (money)

1 Gr 115 (14)
2 Norw 91 (2)
3 Finl 93.5 (5)
4 Can 97.5 (9)
5 Denm 94.3 (b)
6 Italy 96.4 (8)
7 Engl 95.5 (7)
8 USA 99 (11)
9 Austr 99 (12)
10 Fr 102 (13)

11 Sp 93 (4)
12 Belg 98 (100)
13 Neth 88 (1)
14 Germ 92 (3)

2a
Average benefit
levels in 1986,
vs. 1975, divided
by average pri-
vate sector wage
in 1986 vs. 1975
(influence)

142 (1)
139 (2)
124 (3)
114 (4)
113 (5)
111 (b)
109 (7)
108 (8)
102 (9)
100 (10)

86 (11)
84 (12)
82 (13)
78 (14)

2b
Average public
sector wage in
1986, vs. 1975
divided by pri-
vate sector wage
in 1986 vs. 1975
(influence)

105 (2)
94 (9)
95 (8)
104 (3)
87 (11)
109 (1)
97 (7)
100 (5.5)
104 (4)
100 (5.5)

88 (10)
78 (14)
81 (13)
84 (12)

Comment:
Score for Greece for variable 3b was taken from database information relating to 1977.

3a
Total percentage
unemployed in
1986 vs. 1975
(influence)

322 (12)
86 (2)

200 (8)
139 (3)
147 (4)
187 (b)
325 (13)
84 (1)
163 (5)
242 (9)

553 (14)
259 (11)
249 (10)
200 (7)

3b
Total labour
force partici-
pation in 1986
vs. 1975
(influence)

109 (3)
114 (1)
107 (7)
109 (2)
108 (b)
109 (5)
101 (9)
109 (4)
101 (10)
97 (13)

91 (14)
99 (11)

102 (8)
98 (12)

4
Average private
sector wage in
1986 vs. 1975,
adjusted for
inflation
(money)

129 (14)
105 (4)
117 (8)
104.6 (2)
104.9 (3)
122 (10)
114 (7)
107.7 (5)
103 (1)
122.5 (11)

121.9 (9)
125 (13)
108 (6)
122.6 (12)
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Table 3: Exchange relationships between the economic system and the socio-cultural system: scores and ranking order of the fourteen OECD countries. (1)
indicates favourable or balanced, (14) indicates unfavourable or unbalanced.

1 2 3 4
Growth in labour Employees average Private consumption Growth in private
force in man-years earnings ín 1986 vs. ratio in 1986 vs, secto employment
in 1986 vs. 1975, 1975, adjusted for 1975, multipflied by in persons in 1986
(commitment) ínflatíon (money) disposable national vs. 1975 (commitment)

product in 1986 vs. 1975,
adjusted for inflation
(money)

1 Greece 119 (5) 140 ( 1) 146 (4) 120 (3)
2 Norway 122 (3) 103 ( 12) 165 (2) 117 (4)
3 Finland 108.6 (10) 112 (6) 138 (9) 105 (7)
4 Canada 129 (1) 101 (13) 153 ( 3) 125 (2)
5 Denmark 114.4 (6) 104 ( 11) 138 (8) 110 (6)
6 Italy 113.7 (7) 123 ( 2) 166 (1) 102 (8)
7 England 108.8 (8) 114 (5) 129 (11) 95 (12)
8 U. States 126 (Z) 104.1 ( 10) 143.5 ( 6) 130 (1)
9 Australia 121 (4) 98 (14) 144.2 (5) 115 (5)
10 France 107.6 ( 11) 111 (7) 138.2 (7) 97 (11)

11 Spain 104.7 (14) 110 (8) 122.2 (14) 80 (14)
12 Belgium 104.8 (13) 122 (3) 132 (10) 89 (13)
13 Netherlands 108.7 (9) 108 (9) 127 (12) 98.99 (9)
14 Germany 105 (12) 117.8 (4) 125 (13) 98.96 (10)

Comment:
The score for Italy for variable 3 was taken from database information relating to 1980.
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Table 4:

Total scores of the ranking scores for the exchange of money, power, influence and commitment in the fourteen C~ECD countries, and ranking order of these
countries on the basis of these scores. (1) indicates favourable or balanced, (14) indicates unfavourable or unbalanced.

1
Total score for
exchange of power
between economy
and polity: total
of rankings of
variables 2 and 3
in Table 1
(power)

Gr 27 (14)
Nor 9 (4)
Fin 16 (9)
Can 11 (5)
Den 17 (10)
!ta 25 (12)
Eng 14 (7)
USA b (2)
Aus 16 (8)
Fra 22 (11)
Spa 26 (13)
Bel 12 (b)
Net 7 (3)
Ger 2 (1)

2
Total score for
exchange of money
between economy
and polity: total
of rankings of
variables 1 and 4
in Table 1
(money)

7 (2)
7 (2)
7 (2)

10 (4.5)
17 (10)
10 (4.5)
16 (9)
14 (7)
12 (b)
21 (11)
16 (8)
24 (13)
26 (14)
23 (12)

3
Total score for
for exchange of
influence between
the economic sys-
tem and the com-
muníty system:
total of rankings
of variables 2a
and 2b in Table 2
(influence)

3 (1)
11 (4)
11 (5)
7 (2)

16 (10)
7 (3)
14 (8)
13.5 (7)
13 (b)
15.5 (9)
22 (11)
26 (13)
26 (12)
26 (14)

4
Total score for
exchange of money
between the eco-
nomic system and
the community
system: total of
rankings of var-
iables 1 and 4
in Table 2
(money)

28 (14)
b (1)

13 (5)
11 (4)
9 (3)

18 (11)
14 (8)
16 (10)
13 (b)
24 (13)
13 (7)
23 (12)
7 (2)

15 (9)

5
Total score for
exchange of com-
mitment between
the economic sys-
stem and the
socio-cultural
system: total of
rankings of var-
iables 1 and 4 in
Table 3 (commitment)

8 (4)
7 (3)

17 (8)
3 (2)
12 (b)
15 (7)
20 (10)
3 (1)
9 (5)

22 (11)
28 (14)
26 (13)
18 (9)
22 (12)

b
Total score for
exchange of money
between the eco-
nomic system and
the socio-cultural
system: total of
rankings of var-
iables 2 and 3 in
Table 3 (money)

5 (2)
14 (4)
15 (b)
16 (7)
19 (12)
3 (1)
16 (9)
16 (8)
19 (11)
14 (5)
22 (14)
13 (13)
21 (13)
17 (10)
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